Video Conferencing Equipment done right.

Built by more than a decade of hardware engineering experience.
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Get in Touch with us
Lifesize Icon 300

Built for unrivaled quality, sized for the huddle room.

Tailored for huddle room collaboration

Huddle rooms are perfect for short, spontaneous meetings. The Lifesize® Icon 300™ brings simplicity and reliability to your huddle room working sessions, giving your teams the flexibility to connect face to face with anyone inside or outside of your network. Set up is plug and play, controls are intuitive and every call is encrypted by default. Pricing starts at $1,999 with Lifesize Micpod and the Lifesize Room Controller app for iOS and Android.

Simplicity matters
One provider and one easy to-use, secure solution for the huddle room

Ultra-wide FOV
Lens optics perfectly optimized to capture everyone at the table in even the smallest meeting rooms

4K content sharing
Unmatched 4K screen sharing quality lets you present in the huddle room without sacrificing quality

Mounting flexibility
All-in-one video conferencing system easily mounts above or below your meeting room display

Never miss a word
Incredible audio engineered with greater noise reduction, featuring Opus audio, perfectly tuned for human speech

Intuitive touchscreen control
Reduce tabletop clutter and manage Lifesize audio, web and video calls from the highly intuitive, customizable Lifesize® Phone™ HD

Uncompromising value
Long-managed life cycle designed for the reliability and security businesses demand

Centrally managed
Set up is plug-and-play, updates are automatic, and all Lifesize Icons are centrally managed

Contact Sales | +1 877-543-3749 | bsales@lifesize.com
Lifesize Icon 500

The small to medium-sized meeting room workhorse.

4K quality with meeting room flexibility

Designed for a range of video conference room sizes, the Lifesize® Icon 500™ camera system delivers stunning 4K content sharing and brilliant 4K video quality with impressive meeting room flexibility. Set up your small meeting rooms with a Lifesize Icon 500 conferencing system and a single display, or size up to larger rooms by adding a dedicated display for full-screen presentations.

Bring meetings to life in 4K
Unmatched full-motion 4K content sharing and stunning 4K video quality

Ultra-wide FOV
Lens optics perfectly optimized to capture everyone at the table in even the smallest meeting rooms

4K content sharing
Unmatched 4K screen sharing quality lets you present in the huddle room without sacrificing quality

Mounting flexibility
All-in-one video conferencing system easily mounts above or below your meeting room display

Never miss a word
Incredible audio engineered with greater noise reduction, featuring Opus audio, perfectly tuned for human speech

Intuitive touchscreen control
Reduce tabletop clutter and manage Lifesize audio, web and video calls from the highly intuitive, customizable Lifesize® Phone™ HD

Uncompromising value
Long-managed life cycle designed for the reliability and security businesses demand

Centrally managed
Set up is plug-and-play, updates are automatic, and all Lifesize Icons are centrally managed
Lifesize Icon 700
The premiere 4K cloud video conferencing experience
A difference you can see, hear and feel

Lifesize has revolutionized video communication with the most captivating experience possible. Lifelike 4K image quality, ultrahigh definition content sharing, superior sound and a breathtakingly powerful camera zoom combine to create a meeting room experience that’s 10X better than anything else in the market. Priced at $7,499, the Lifesize® Icon 700™ delivers an unprecedented video communication and collaboration experience that makes it easy to connect for a conversation or conduct a high-profile meeting.

Simplicity matters
One provider and one easy to use, secure solution for the huddle room

Immersive experience
With dual display support, share your presentation and engage with active video participants in the meeting

See every detail
Powerful 20x zoom and rich camera optics provide incredible image clarity and a stunning meeting experience

Meeting room flexibility
Compact form factor with integrated pan/tilt/zoom 4K camera fits easily on a credenza or wall mount

Never miss a word
Incredible audio engineered with greater noise reduction, featuring Opus audio, perfectly tuned for human speech

Intuitive touchscreen control
Reduce tabletop clutter and manage Lifesize audio, web and video calls from the highly intuitive, customizable Lifesize® Phone™ HD

Uncompromising value
Long-managed life cycle designed for the reliability and security businesses demand

Automatic updates
No software updates to maintain or manually update
Lifesize Icon 400
A simple setup for small meeting rooms

Lifesize Icon 400

Designed for small conference rooms, Lifesize® Icon 400™ simplifies the meeting room setup with an integrated, compact camera solution. Video conferencing is a more rewarding experience when the technology gets out of the way and lets you focus on what matters most — connecting face to face with your colleagues, partners and customers. Lifesize Icon 400 is designed for seamless operation with the Lifesize service and Lifesize® Phone™ HD. The HD image and crystal clear audio erase distance and bring everyone into the same meeting space. Lifesize Icon 400 provides a perfect platform for small teams in small rooms to work through big ideas.
## Plug and Play Install
Connect the camera to a TV and the internet, power it up and start making calls

## Integrated PTZ Camera
Enjoy increased meeting room flexibility with full Pan/Tilt/Zoom camera controls

## Sized to Fit Small Spaces
Compact form factor with integrated 1080p camera fits easily on a credenza or wall mount

## Present
Share your full screen or presentation virtually and with colleagues in the meeting room
Lifesize Icon 450
Bring everyone into the picture

Small spaces need a perfectly simple solution.

Huddle rooms provide flexible meeting spaces for spontaneous collaboration. The technology supporting them needs to be as fluid as the conversations inside of them. Lifesize® Icon 450™ and Lifesize® Phone™ HD seamlessly integrate audio, web and video conferencing with programmable touchscreen control and exceptional audio and video quality. It’s an unparalleled huddle room experience.
Lifesize Icon 450

The compact form factor of the Lifesize Icon 450 is designed to bring face-to-face video communication into the huddle room. The integrated smart-framing sensor automatically adjusts the camera to ensure that everyone in the room is visible during the call. Its exceptionally sharp wide-angle lens provides an expanded field of view, capturing everyone on screen in even the smallest meeting spaces. If you’re looking for a simple, scalable way to deploy integrated, plug-and-play conference room systems across your small meeting rooms, Lifesize Icon 450 is a perfect fit.

### Smart Framing Sensor
Simplify the meeting experience with automatic camera adjustments

### No Need to Squeeze
Capture everyone (even in tight spaces) with an 82-degree wide-angle lens

### Low-light Performance
Enjoy a bright, vibrant image even in low-light conditions

### Sized to Fit Small Spaces
Compact form factor with integrated 1080p camera fits easily on a credenza or wall mount

### Plug and Play Install
Connect the camera to a TV and the internet, power it up and start making calls

### Integrated PTZ Camera
Enjoy increased meeting room flexibility with full Pan/Tilt/Zoom camera controls

### 5X Optical Zoom
Because even huddle rooms need to zoom sometimes

### Present
Share your full screen or presentation virtually and with colleagues in the meeting room
Best-in-class quality for large meeting spaces.

Conference rooms and boardrooms are the classic settings for video calls. These rooms, equipped with best-in-class video, let large teams connect and build relationships through regular, face-to-face business conversations. The Lifesize® Icon 600™ and Lifesize® Camera 10x™ are ideal for large meeting spaces and deliver an immersive experience that enhances engagement and productivity.
Lifesize Icon 600

Lifesize Icon 600 is designed for ultimate collaboration in large meeting spaces. Setup takes minutes, and starting a video call takes seconds. Support for dual displays lets you set one display for in-room presentation sharing and the other display for the active video participant feed. With the dual screen feature, you can share your presentation without sacrificing face-to-face communication with your team. When connected to Lifesize Camera 10x and its 10x optical zoom, better low-light handling in medium and large spaces and smooth, quiet pan/tilt/zoom handling, Lifesize Icon 600 will almost make you forget you’re on video.

Dual Display
Share your presentation and engage with active video participants in the meeting

Plug and Play Install
Connect the camera to a TV and the internet, power it up and start making calls

Audio Flexibility
Two audio expansion inputs provide additional voice pickup coverage for large rooms

Perfect with PTZ Camera
Capture Full HD quality with flexible pan/tilt/zoom camera controls of Lifesize Camera 10x
Large meeting spaces are unique. Their size and layout and the components in them widely vary from company to company. You may have more than one camera, laptop, DVR and likely a collection of microphones that need to be connected. The flexibility designed into Lifesize® Icon 800™ gives you choice for the optimal meeting environment. When combined with Lifesize® Camera 10x™ and Lifesize® Phone HD™, Lifesize Icon 800 delivers an unforgettable collaborative experience to big audiences.
Lifesize Icon 800

Bringing video collaboration to large meeting spaces like classrooms or the room you use for all-hands meetings enhances participation and engagement but demands flexibility. Being able to connect multiple audio and video devices is essential. Lifesize Icon 800 makes that possible — it’s designed to integrate with custom third-party solutions and fits perfectly into a broader communication ecosystem. The rack-mountable design gives system integrators the choice to install the Lifesize Icon 800 into any industry-standard server, podium or other rack-mount space.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Feature</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Integrator’s Delight</strong></td>
<td>Readily integrates with existing custom third-party solutions</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Incredible Flexibility</strong></td>
<td>Multiple audio and video inputs and outputs let you connect and switch media on the fly</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Rack-Mount Design</strong></td>
<td>Enables secure installation into any industry-standard server, podium or other rack-mount space</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Dual Display</strong></td>
<td>Share your presentation and engage with active video participants in the meeting</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Go The Distance</strong></td>
<td>Supports especially long cable runs for microphone placement and meeting moderation deeper in the room</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Perfect With PTZ Camera</strong></td>
<td>Capture Full HD quality with flexible pan/tilt/zoom camera controls of Lifesize Camera 10x</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Lifesize Phone HD

The smartphone for your conference room
**Lifesize® Phone™ HD**

Simplify your meeting room experience by putting all of the essential conferencing functions at your fingertips. Make video and audio calls with unrivaled audio quality, search the directory, share your screen and control the video pan/tilt/zoom right from the customizable touchscreen interface of the Lifesize Phone HD. This obsessively engineered conference room phone is command central for your mission-critical audio, web and video communications. Lifesize Phone HD is your connection to all of the benefits of the Lifesize cloud-based service wrapped up in a beautiful, easy-to-use package.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Touchscreen Simplicity</th>
<th>Mic Check 1, 2 ...</th>
<th>Command Central</th>
<th>All-in-One</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Large, vivid display provides rapid access to the call options you need when you need them</td>
<td>Engineered with 360° beam-forming microphone array to steer focus to the active speaker</td>
<td>Make calls, share content, control the camera and add participants from the searchable directory</td>
<td>Reduce tabletop clutter and manage Lifesize audio, web and video calls from one highly intuitive device</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Tailored to You**

Customize the look and layout to meet your needs and style

**Unheard-of Audio**

Featuring Opus audio, unmatched in performance for human speech

**Calendar Integration**

List upcoming meetings and configure one-click joining through Microsoft and Google calendar services

**Purpose-built for Video**

Enjoy meeting room echo cancellation, automatic gain control and automatic noise reduction
Lifesize Share

Wireless screen sharing and room automation for the modern meeting space.
Multiple applications. A single, automated experience

Add useful tools to your meeting spaces — not overwhelming complexity. Lifesize Share™ brings a range of connected technologies together seamlessly so that your online meetings start on time, your presentations run smoothly and you capture the attention of everyone in your audience.

Wireless Screen Sharing

Lifesize Share makes it remarkably simple to share screens and present in meetings. Save the hassle and lost time trying to find and pass along the right dongle or cord. And make all that clutter disappear, too. Share your screen in real-time, play a video and control your presentation right from your mobile device with Lifesize Share.
Digital Signage

Transform screens of all sizes into vehicles for corporate communication. From company news and meeting room schedules to building directories and wayfinding solutions to social media and weather updates, you can share compelling content with any audience, anywhere in your office.

Whiteboard Sharing

Bring the creativity and flexibility of whiteboard collaboration to your Lifesize video conferencing experience. Capture whiteboard content in real time and present a clear, sharp and accurate digital image to everyone in the meeting or on the call.
Lifesize Camera 10x

The power to zoom
Lifesize Camera 10x

Lifesize® Camera 10x™ is designed to support and enhance HD video communications by providing lifelike video quality through 10x optical zoom, better low-light handling in medium and large spaces and support for Full HD 1080p up to 60 frames per second. Lifesize Camera 10x is the ideal camera choice when outfitting your medium and large conference rooms with Lifesize® Icon 600™ or Lifesize® Icon 800™ video conference systems.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Feature</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>10x Optical Zoom</strong></td>
<td>Capture Full HD quality over a distance in large conference rooms</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Pan/Tilt/Zoom Controls</strong></td>
<td>Enjoy smooth operational handling for more lifelike interactions with local and far-end camera control</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Low-light Performance</strong></td>
<td>See every expression even in low-light conditions with immersive image quality</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Best-in-Class Quality</strong></td>
<td>Engineered for the best video experience in large meeting rooms</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Antiglare Visor and Lens Coating</strong></td>
<td>Reduced light glare on lens to ensure more productive HD video communications</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Be There Without Being There</strong></td>
<td>Erase distance and bring everyone together with true-to-life detail</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Lifesize Digital MicPod

Purpose-built for crystal clear audio
Lifesize Digital MicPod

The Lifesize® Digital MicPod™ video conference microphone reduces ambient room noise and features beam-forming technology that automatically steers its three microphones toward the person speaking for greater voice pickup. Touch-sensitive mute button and LED indicators for Mute and In-Call round out the user-friendly design that makes Lifesize Digital MicPod a clear-cut choice for organizations that need to extend the audio pickup range of Lifesize® Phone™ HD or Lifesize Phone, 2nd Generation.

Greater Voice Pickup
Beam-forming technology automatically steers toward the active talker

Be Heard
Extend the audio pickup range of Lifesize Phone HD or Lifesize Phone, 2nd Generation

Amazing Clarity
Bring crystal-clear audio to even the largest collaboration spaces

Pro Audio
Provides 48 kHz audio sampling rate
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ABOUT LIFESIZE

Lifesize delivers immersive communication experiences for the global enterprise. Our complementary suite of award-winning cloud video conferencing, advanced collaboration and cloud contact center solutions empowers organizations to elevate workplace collaboration, boost employee productivity and improve customer experiences from anywhere and from any device. To learn more about our analyst-recognized solutions and see why tens of thousands of leading organizations like RBC, Yale University, Pearson, Salvation Army, Shell Energy and NASA rely on Lifesize for mission-critical business communications, visit www.lifesize.com.
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